
Monitor the performance of your solar PV investment

When it comes to making money from the sun

Every day counts 



While you

Work,
Live,
Play...

...we give you
peace of mind

Track your solar PV performance by the minutes

Solar PV System Health is Wealth
Whether your pricy solar panel rooftop is a gold collector or a dust collector depends on the system effectiveness 

and efficiency.   Solar energy generation is affected by many factors including panel faulty, dirty panel, module 

temperature, weather condition and etc.   With less than 5 % of your total investment, neutraLOG™-SOLAR moni-

tors your system efficiency by acquiring data to the minutes. The minute neutraLOG™-SOLAR detected any irregu-

larities, you will be alerted by an audible alarm for immediate rectification to minimize sun wastage. Without the 

monitoring system, you will still get notified, but by the bill you receive at month end.   

neutraLOG™-SOLAR collects and compares data from inverters and up to four weather sensors to give you the most 

accurate information.  By plotting the energy and irradiance data chart in easy-to-read graphical chart, we give you 

direct comparison on the performance of your solar PV system. Performance ratio and CO2 Savings is calculated 

and updated in hourly basis. Tracking your daily return from the sun has never been easier. 

Keep your pulse on your purse 

- SOLAR



Simple
Convenient
Affordable

All-in-one
 

data logger for
inverter and sensors

The only data logger you’ll ever need

One is enough
neutraLOG™-SOLAR is the universal smart data logger for both inverters and sensors. And it can support up to 8 in-

verters. It is compatible to most popular brands of On-Grid inverters with four direct 4-20mA weather sensors input 

ready for irradiance, wind, module and ambient temperature monitoring, making data acquisition simple and easy, 

and cost saving too.  neutraLOG™-SOLAR alone could fulfill all your solar PV monitoring needs. 

When we design neutraLOG™-SOLAR, we had you in mind.  neutraLOG™-SOLAR has built-in SD Card local storage 

and web page for Firefox, IE and Chrome browsers. You can retrieve historical data on any date for event investiga-

tion online or offline, anytime, anywhere. 

Data is Free. You own it

- SOLAR

With                       , sunny days are happy days!
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